ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that the set of accumulation points of generalized log canonical thresholds for certain DCC sets comes from the set of generalized log canonical thresholds of dimension 1 less of the same DCC sets.
Introduction
Log canonical thresholds are important invariants of singularities that play a fundamental role in higher dimensional birational geometry, e.g. [Bir07] , [HMX14] . Recently there has been substantial progress in understanding their behaviors with the proof of the ACC conjecture for log canonical thresholds: In recent years, Birkar and Zhang has introduced developed the theory of generalized pairs, which has proved to be very useful in many cases. In [BZ16] , the notion of generalized log canonical thresholds is defined, and it is shown that they satisfy the ACC property: Notice that when M and N both equal to 0, the generalized log canonical thresholds are exactly the usual log canonical thresholds; and when J = N + , N ′ = 0, in some cases the generalized log canonical thresholds behave quite similarly to minimal log discrepancies. Thus, a deep understanding of generalized log canonical thresholds may help us greatly in the proof of ACC for minimal log discrepancies.
In this paper we focus on the accumulation point conjectures (theorems) associated to the three ACC conjectures above. That is, how much do we know about the accumulation points of LCT d (I, J), GLCT d (I, J). In particular, there are three natural questions: Question 1.3. Let K = K(I, J, d) be one of the two sets above.
(1) Under what conditions do we know that the accumulation points of K are rational numbers?
Under what conditions do we know that we can only take accumulation points finitely many times, and can we find a bound for this number? That is, we define K := K 0 ⊂ K 1 ⊂ . . . such that K n :=K n−1 for every n ≥ 1. Does there exists an integer n ≥ 0, such that K n = K n+1 , and what is the lower bound of n? For inductive reasons, we are interested in (1); for technical reasons, we are also interested in (2). Although (3) is stronger than both (1) and (2), (3) actually holds under some conditions. For example, we have the following for LCT d (I, In this paper we prove a similar statement for generalized pairs. (3) In particular, the theorem holds when I 2 = {0}, J = N.
Remark 1.8. Before the start of the proof, it is worth to explain why we do not pick arbitrarily DCC sets, but pick DCC sets with good properties for Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7. Indeed, there are several reasons: DCC set are introduced when we do adjunction. Indeed, even for pairs when the coefficient set of divisors are only contained in {0, 1}, after doing adjunction, we always get a coefficient set of form {1 − 1 m |m ∈ N + }. However, for DCC sets of form D(I) ∪ {1} (cf. Definition 2.6), it remains the same set after doing adjunction, and that is the why for Theorem 1.6, we need the assumption that 1 ∈ I = I + .
For generalized pairs, however, based on similar adjunction formulas (cf. Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7), in order to have a good property when doing adjunction, it is necessary to at least suppose the following:
These are exactly the assumptions of Theorem 1.6. However, under this "wild" assumption, it is only possible to show that we can find certain I ′ 1 , I ′ 2 and J ′ , such that
Now a natural question is, when are I 1 , I 2 , J proper enough, such that
In order to do this, we need to control the singularities in codimension 1, and try to make it is as good as possible. It is not possible to say that I 1 , I 2 , J all have no accumulation points, since 1 is an accumulation point of D({0, 1}). However, notice that under adjunction, I 2 and J remain "unchanged" for lower-dimensional coefficient sets, and I 1 will "change" to D(I), we can assume that (iv) 1 is the only accumulation point of I 1 , and (v) I 2 , J does not have any accumulation point (except ∞).
Together with (i), (ii), (iii), these are exactly the assumptions of Theorem 1.7.
Notions And Conventions
We will always work over the field of complex numbers C.
is an R (Q)-linear combination of principal divisors on X, and we use the notation
For any birational morphism f :
for some R-divisor A that is ample over X, and some effective R-divisor C.
An ample R (resp. Q)-divisor A is called general if A is a general element of |A| R (resp. |A| Q ), and very general if A is a very general element of |A| R (resp. |A| Q ).
A birational map f : X Y is called D-nonpositive (resp. D-negative) for some R-divisor D on X if f does not extract any divisors, and for any common resolution of indeterminacy p : W → X and q : W → Y , we have p * D = q * D Y + E, such that E ≥ 0 is q-exceptional (resp. E ≥ 0 is q-exceptional and Supp(p * E) contains all the f -exceptional divisors), where D Y is the birational transform of D on Y .
Definition 2.2. (Pairs) A pair (X, B) is a normal variety X and an effective R-divisor B on X.
Let ν be a valuation of X and E be a prime divisor over X. ν (resp. E) is called exceptional over X if center X ν (resp. center X E) is not a divisor. For any valuation ν of X or any prime divisor E over X, let g : Y → X be a log resolution of (X, B) such that center Y ν is a divisor (resp. E is a divisor on Y ). We define the log discrepancy a(ν, X, B) to be the number such that
and if E corresponds to a valuation ν, we define a(E, X, B) = a(ν, X, B).
(X, B) is called kawamata log terminal, or KLT, if a(ν, X, B) > 0 for any valuation ν of X.
(X, B) is called divisorially log terminal, or DLT, if a(ν, X, B) > 0 for any valuation ν of X such that center X ν is not contained in the log smooth locus of (X, B).
(X, B) is called log canonical, or LC if a(ν, x, B) ≥ 0 for any valuation ν of X.
, or if without confusion, a generalized pair, is a pair (X ′ , B ′ ) and a R-divisor M ′ written in the form (X ′ , B ′ +M ′ ), such that there exists projective morphisms f : X → X ′ and π :
, and we say (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) is a generalized pair over Z.
Sometimes we also say that (X, B + M ) is the data of (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ). If f is a log resolution of (X ′ , B ′ ), we say the data is resolved. If Z = {pt} we possibly drop Z and say that the generalized pair is projective. If Z = X ′ , or Z is not important, we also possibly drop Z. We may also disregard the data of the generalized pair if it is clear or not important. For any valuation ν on X ′ , possibly replacing X by a resolved data such that E = center X ν be a divisor, the generalized log discrepancy ga(ν, X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) is defined as 1 − µ E B. We also use the notation ga(E, X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ).
The generalized minimal log discrepancy of (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ), is defined as
and is denoted by gmld(X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ).
A generalized log canonical place of a generalized log canonical pair (
is DLT, and every generalized log canonical center is a log canonical center of (X ′ , B ′ ).
A generalized DLT modification of a generalized log canonical pair (X ′ , B ′ +M ′ ) is a generalized pair (X ′′ , B ′′ + M ′′ ) such that (i) Possibly passing to a common resolved data, (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) and (X ′′ , B ′′ + M ′′ ) has the same nef data M and the same base Z.
(ii) there exists a birational morphism ψ : X ′′ → X ′ such that
We defined a generalized pair (S ′ , B S ′ + M S ′ ) in the following way:
Possibly after replacing X, we may assume the data is resolved, and we have
Let S be the strict transform of S ′ on X, f | S be the induced morphism S → S ′ . We define
Definition 2.6. (DCC and ACC sets) Let I be a set of real numbers. I is called a DCC set if any decreasing sequence contained in I terminates. I is called an ACC set if any increasing sequence contained in I terminates. s is called an accumulation point of I (from below (resp. above)) if there exists a (strict increasing (resp. strict decreasing)) sequence contained in I that converges to s.
We define ∂I to be the set {s ∈ R|s is an accumulation point of I} andĪ to be the set I ∪ ∂I. A set I ⊂ [0, ∞) is called closed under addition if for any i, j ∈ I, i + j ∈ I. For example, N is closed under addition.
Let X ′ be a normal variety, B an R-divisor on X ′ . We write B ∈ I if all the coefficients of B are contained in I.
Let f : X → X ′ be a birational morphism, π : X ′ → Z be a contraction such that f and π are both projective. Let M be a divisor on X such that M is nef over Z. We write M ∈ N EF X/Z (I) if we can write M = m j M j , such that each M j is a nef Cartier divisor over Z, each m j ∈ I. If Z is a point or not important, we may disregard Z and write M ∈ N EF X (I).
Let N ′ be a R-Cartier divisor on X ′ , such that after possibly replacing X by a resolved data, there exists a nef R-divisor N on X such that f * N = N ′ . Let C ′ be an effective R-divisor on X ′ . The generalized log canonical threshold of (
is generalized log canonical with nef data M + cN } and is denoted by
Let I, J ⊂ [0, ∞) be two sets, d > 0 be an integer. We define
Let I 1 , I 2 , J ⊂ [0, ∞) be three sets, d > 0 be an integer. We define
Definition 2.8. (Definitions for technical requirements) Let I 1 , I 2 , J ⊂ [0, ∞) be three sets. Let d > 0 be an integer, c > 0 be a real number. We define
with boundary part ∆ ′ and nef data Γ,
such that either N ≡ num 0, or C ′ = 0};
and 
Preliminaries
In this section we state the theorems that we will repeatedly use in our proof of the main theorem. First we shall state the ACC theorems for pairs and generalized pairs and their global version. 
Next we shall state several results of generalized adjunction, which are similar to [BZ14, 4.7-4.10].
Theorem 3.5. (Generalized log canonicity under adjunction) Let (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) be a generalized log canonical pair, S ′ ⊂ X ′ be a component of ⌊B ′ ⌋. Then (S ′ , B S ′ + M S ′ ) given by the generalized adjunction is generalized log canonical, and in particular, B S ′ is a boundary. 
Then all the coefficients of B S ′ given by the generalized adjunction
are contained in the set D(I), and M S ′ ∈ N EF S (I).
Proof. To show B S ′ ∈ D(I), a similar but non-precise argument can be found in [BZ14, Proposition 4.9]. We shall give a direct proof.
Possibly replacing X we may assume the data is resolved. Let S be the strict transform of S ′ on X, and let V ′ be a component of B S ′ . We consider the image of the generic point where i ∈ I + . Moreover, suppose M = m j M j where each M j is nef Cartier over Z and m j ∈ I, and let M ′ j = f * M j for every j. Then near the generic point of V ′ , for any j, we have
for some exceptional divisor E j over X ′ . Since M j is nef, by the negativity lemma, E j is effective; since M j is Cartier, near the generic point of V ′ , mE j for every j. Thus for every j, the multiplicity of E j | S i near the image of the generic point of V ′ is of the form
where z j ∈ N. Thus, since
Theorem 3.7. (Coefficient of generalized adjunction with particular coefficient)
is the boundary part and Γ ′ = M ′ + N ′ is the nef part, where
Let S ′ be a component of ⌊B ′ ⌋. Let
Proof. This is similar to [BZ14, Lemma 4.10] but we just state it in a more accurate way. By Theorem 3.6, all the components of ∆ S ′ are of the form m−1+s m where s ∈ (I ∪ J) + . Thus s = i + j, where i ∈ I + and j ∈ J + . If j = 0, we are in case 1) and we are done. Thus we may assume j = 0, and in particular, all the coefficients of ∆ S ′ are contained in the set D(I).
For any component V ′ of ∆ S ′ , we consider the image of the generic point where i ∈ I + , j ∈ J + , and if
By negativity lemma, E k , F k are effective, and since M k , N k are Cartier, near the image of the generic point of V ′ , mE k and mF k are Cartier. Thus the multiplicity of V ′ of E k | S and F k | S are of the form
, and we are in case 2).
We state the theorem that generalized divisorial log terminal modification exists, which is needed in many of our following statements. 
We show a boundedness theorem on the number of components. We show an easy lemma that is helpful in many instances Lemma 3.10. Let X ′ → Z be a projective morphism. Let X f − → X ′ be a birational morphism, N be a nef R-Cartier R-divisor over Z on X, and N ′ be the pushforward of N to X ′ . Suppose that N ′ is R-Cartier. Then:
(1) If N is numerically trivial over Z, so is N ′ .
(2) If Z = {pt}, then N is numerically trivial iff N ′ is numerically trivial.
Proof. Suppose f * N ′ = N + E. Then E is exceptional over X ′ , and by the negativity lemma, E ≥ 0. To prove (1), since N is numerically trivial, by the negativity lemma again, E ≤ 0. Thus E = 0, and f * N ′ = N is numerically trivial. Thus by the projection formula, N ′ is numerically trivial over Z.
To prove (2), if N ′ is numerically trivial, N ≡ num −E. If E = 0 then we are done. Otherwise, let x ′ be a point that contained in the center of a component of E on X ′ . Now we pick a general curve Σ ′ contained in X ′ that passes through x ′ , and let Σ be the strict transform of Σ ′ on X. Then N · Σ ′ = −E · Σ ′ < 0, which is not possible.
Finally, we need the following boundedness result proved by Birkar: 
Relationship Between Sets for Technical Requirements
In this section we deal with the relationships between the sets defined in Definition 2.8. We show similar statements as in [HMX14, Section 11].
Lemma 4.1. Let I 1 , I 2 , J ⊂ [0, ∞) be three sets, d > 0 be an integer, and c > 0 be a real number.
for any i ∈ I 1 and j ∈ J.
Proof. Let E be an elliptic curve, (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) be a generalized pair with data
Since E is projective, the morphisms remains projective; since E is smooth, X × E is smooth.
In particular, (1) and (2) hold.
To prove (3), we only need to prove
, and then since 0 ∈ I 2 , by using (2) we can show that
For any integer p > 0, any j 1 , . . . , j p ∈ J\{0} and z 1 , . . . , z p ∈ N + , any s ∈ (I 1 )+, let x 1 , . . . , x p , y 1 , . . . , y p , w, v be 2p + 2 different points on X ′ , we consider the generalized pair
Since ∆ ′ = B ′ + C ′ where C ′ = 0 and B ′ = ∆ ′ ∈ I + ⊂ D(I), and Γ ′ = 0 + N ′ where N = N ′ ∈ N EF X (J) and N ≡ num 0, R 1 (I 1 , {0}; J, c) = ∅, hence c ∈ N 1 (I 1 , {0}, J).
To prove (4), we only need to prove c = 
By Theorem 3.8, we may take a generalized DLT modification (X ′′ , ∆ ′′ + Γ ′′ ) of (X ′ , ∆ ′ + Γ ′ ), and possibly replacing X by a resolved data, we may assume that X X ′′ is a morphism. We may write
such that Γ ′′ = M ′′ + cN ′′ is the nef part, B ′′ , C ′′ are the strict transforms of B ′ and C ′ , and A ′′ is the strict transform of A ′ plus the reduced exceptional divisor of ψ. In particular, since
Let A be the strict transform of A ′ on X. There are two cases:
Case 1. A ′ = 0, and there exists a component
be the generalized adjunction. By Theorem 3.6,
. Thus, ∆ S ′ can be written in the form of
By Theorem 3.7, either
, and we are done. First suppose we are in Case 2.1. Possibly replacing X by resolved data, we may assume
Notice that if N ≡ num 0, from our definition, (X ′′ , A ′′ + B ′′ + C ′′ + M ′′ + cN ′′ ) ∈ R d (I 1 , I 2 ; J, c); and if N ≡ num 0, then C ′′ = 0, and φ is indeed a step of (−C ′′ )-MMP, hence C ′′ is not contracted. In other words,
If φ is a divisorial contraction or a flip, and if any component S ′ of A ′ is contracted, then either C ′ intersects A ′ , or N ′ | S ′ ≡ num 0. In this case we are back to Case 1 and the proof is finished. Otherwise, no component of A ′ is contracted, we replace (X ′ , A ′ + B ′ + C ′ + M ′ + cN ′ ) by (X ′′ , A ′′ + B ′′ + C ′′ + M ′′ + cN ′′ ) and continue running a (K X ′ + A ′ + B ′ + M ′ )-MMP with scaling. If we are still in Case 2.1, we repeat the process above, but we cannot repeat infinitely many times since this MMP must terminate with a Mori fiber space structure. Thus, repeating the process finitely many times, φ must defines a Mori fiber space, and we move on after Case 2.2.
Case 2.2 φ defines a Mori fiber space.
If we are in Case 2.2, suppose φ : X ′ → T is the Mori fiber space. If dimT > 0, let t ∈ T be a general point, and F ′ t be a general fiber of φ. Then adjunction to the fiber I 2 ; J) and we are done. Hence we may assume dimT = 0 and thus ρ(X ′ ) = 1.
If
Proof. First we show that GLCT d+1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J) ⊂ N d (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Let c ∈ GLCT d+1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Then there exists a generalized pair (
where N ′ is the pushforward of N to X ′ . Let C be the strict transform of C ′ on X.
Let E ′′ be a generalized log canonical place of (
for some i 1 ∈ I 1 and j ∈ J. Thus by Lemma 4.1(3), c ∈ N d (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Thus, from now on we may assume E ′′ is not contained in X ′ . Let ψ : X ′′ → X ′ be a generalized DLT modification of (X ′ , B ′ + cC ′ + M ′ + cN ′ ) such that the center of E ′′ on X ′′ is a divisor. We identify E ′′ with its image on X ′′ . Possibly replacing X by resolved data, we may assume φ : X X ′′ is a morphism. Thus, let B ′′ , C ′′ , M ′′ , N ′′ be the pushdown of B, C, M, N from X to X ′′ , we have
Notice that the coefficients of C ′′ has a one-to-one correspondence with the coefficients of C ′ , and B ′′ is the strict transform of B ′ plus the reduced exceptional divisor of ψ. Thus, E ′′ is a component of B ′′ and B ′′ ∈ D(I 1 ).
Since ga(E ′′ , X ′ , B ′ +c ′ C ′ +M ′ +c ′ N ′ ) < 0 for any c ′ > c, we show that there exists a component F ′′ of the exceptional divisor of ψ, such that either C ′′ | F ′′ = 0, or N ′′ | F ′′ ≡ num 0. We may write
Since N is nef over Z hence nef over X ′ , N ′′ is nef over X ′ hence by the negativity lemma, E ′′ 1 and E ′′ 2 are both effective. Moreover, since ga(E ′′ , X ′ , B ′ + c ′ C ′ + M ′ + c ′ N ′ ) < 0 for any c ′ > c, E ′′ has positive coefficient either in E ′′ 1 or E ′′ 2 , and in particular either E ′′ 1 or E ′′ 2 is not numerically trivial over X ′ . If we cannot find a component F ′′ of Ex(ψ), such that either C ′′ | F ′′ = 0, or N ′′ | F ′′ ≡ num 0, then for any component F ′′ of Ex(ψ), E ′′ 1 | F ′′ ≡ num 0 and E ′′ 2 | F ′′ ≡ num 0. This implies that E ′′ 1 and E ′′ 2 are numerically trivial over X ′ , which is a contradiction. Let ∆ ′′ = B ′′ + cC ′′ and Γ ′′ = M ′′ + cN ′′ , Γ = M + cN . Let 
Thus
Now we show that GLCT d+1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J) ⊃ N d (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Thus, by Lemma 4.2, we only need to show that GLCT d+1 ⊃ K d (I 1 , I 2 ; J). By induction on d, we may assume there exists a generalized KLT pair ( for some i ∈ I 1 and j ∈ J. Moreover, we may write Γ = M + cN such that M ∈ N EF X (I) and N ∈ N EF X (J), and let M ′ , N ′ be the pushdown of M, N on X ′ , and ∆ ′ = B ′ + C ′ where B ′ ∈ D(I 1 ) and C ′ ∈ D c (I 1 ; J). Now we embed X ′ into P r for some r > 0, and consider the affine cone ofX
terms of irreducible components, we letB ′ j ,C ′ j ,R ′ j andS ′ j be the corresponding divisors on the coneX ′ , and let
Moreover, there exists a log resolution W := W ′ × X ′ X. Let h : W → W ′ be the corresponding morphism, and let
For each componentS ′ of∆ ′ , if the corresponding coefficient inB ′ +C ′ is of the form m−1+i+jc m , for some i ∈ I 1 , j ∈ J and m = m(S ′ ) ∈ N + , there is a ramified cover of order m forS ′ . In particular, there exists a cover ζ :X ′ →X ′ that ramifies eachS ′ to order m(S ′ ). LetM ′ andÑ ′ be the pullback ofM ′ andN ′ toX ′ . Then we have
where each component of∆ ′ has the form i + jc, where i ∈ I 1 and j ∈ J. Moreover, LetW be the fiber product of W andX ′ , and letM ,Ñ be the pullback of M and N toW . Theñ M ∈ N EFW (I 2 ),Ñ ∈ N EFW (J), and there exists a natural morphismW →X ′ such thatM ′ , N ′ are the pushdown ofM andÑ . In particular, this gives (X ′ ,∆ ′ +M ′ + cÑ ′ ) a generalized pair structure with nef partM ′ + cÑ ′ . Moreover, the generalized log canonical and non-generalized KLT property of (X ′ ,∆ ′ +M ′ + cÑ ′ ) is also preserved.
Since all the coefficients of∆ ′ are of the form i + jc, we may write
The Main Claim
In this section we prove the main claim of our paper, which is strongly related to Theorem 1.6. Instead of working with GLCT d (I 1 , I 2 ; J), we intend to work with N d (I 1 , I 2 , J).
Claim 5.1. Let d ≥ 2 be an integer, I 1 , I 2 , J ⊂ [0, ∞) be three DCC sets, such that 1
. Moreover, there exists an integer N > 0 that only depends on I 1 , I 2 , J and d, such that (1)
For inductive reasons, before we start proving Claim 5.1, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. Theorem 1.6 holds when d = 2.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, when GLCT 2 (I 1 , I 2 ; J) = N 1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J). For any c ∈ N 1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J), c is a solution of the equation
where each j k ∈ J, i 1,k ∈ I 1 and i 2,k ∈ I 2 . Thus, the only accumulation pointc of all the possible c ∈ N 1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J) is either 0 ∈ GLCT 1 (I 1 , 0, J), or a solution of the equation
where eachj k ∈J,ĩ 1,k ∈Ī 1 andĩ 2,k ∈Ī 2 .
Notice that since J is closed under addition, so isJ and J ′ , thus u := j k 2 ∈ J ′ and v := 1 2 ( kĩ 1,k + kĩ 2,k ) ∈ I ′ 1 . Now let X ′ = X = P 1 , p ∈ X be a point, B = vp and C = up, M = N = 0. Then c = glct(X ′ , B; C).
Proof of Claim 5.1.
Step 
. By Lemma 4.2 and using induction on dimensions, then using Lemma 4.1, we may also assume the following:
We may assume a i either forms a decreasing or an increasing sequence (although if we assume ACC for generalized minimal log discrepancies, a i must be decreasing, but this is not important for our proof). Let a = lim a i .
For every real number 0 < ǫ < 1, we may rewrite 
Step 2. We prove the following two lemmas, and construct a sufficiently small ǫ with good properties.
Lemma 5.3. Assumptions as in Step 1. c is contained in a DCC set that only depends on I 1 , I 2 and J. In particular, for any component
is contained in a DCC set that only depends on I 1 , I 2 , J.
Proof. First we show that c is contained in a DCC set that only depends on I 1 , I 2 and J. If not, suppose that there exists a strict increasing sequence {c j } ∞ j=1 where each c j is the accumulation point of {c For any generalized log canonical pair (
Proof. We may only care about generalized pairs (
To prove (1), since GLCT d (I, J; {0, 1}) is an ACC set by Theorem 3.3, there exists
We may pick ǫ <
Thus glct(X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ;Ā ′ ) = 1, and hence (X ′ ,Ā ′ + B ′ + M ′ ) is generalized log canonical. To prove (2), since X ′ is of Picard number 1, there exists δ ≥ 0 such that
If we cannot find such an ǫ, we may construct a strict decreasing sequence ǫ i that converges to 0, a sequence of generalized pairs in the following way:
is pseudoeffective but not numerically trivial, all the coefficients of A ′ i are ≥ 1 − ǫ i . Let δ i be the unique number such that
Since 1 − ǫ i converges to 1, 1 − δ i converges to 1. Thus {1 − δ i } is not ACC, which contradicts to Theorem 3.4.
If (3) does not hold, then there exists a strictly decreasing sequence of ǫ i that converges to 0, a sequence of numbers α i > 0, a sequence of generalized pairs in the following way:
, hence after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume 1 − α i is strictly increasing. But {1 − α i } is not ACC, which contradicts to Theorem 3.4.
Step 3. By Lemma 5.3, any numbers of the form m−1+i 1 +jc m where m ∈ N + , i 1 ∈ I 1 and j ∈ J are contained in a DCC set P that only depends on I 1 , I 2 and J, and any numbers of the form
are contained in another DCC set Q that only depends on I 1 , I 2 and J. We may assume that P, Q both contain I 1 , I 2 , J, and in particular they both contain 1.
Thus, we may define ǫ = ǫ(P, Q) as in Lemma 5.4. Now we consider a (which is defined in Step 1 ). Then either a < ǫ, or a ≥ ǫ. If a < ǫ, after possibly passing to a subsequence we may assume that for each i, a i < ǫ. Thus, there are four cases:
Case 1 a < ǫ and A ′ i,ǫ = 0; Case 2 a < ǫ and A ′ i,ǫ = 0, while a i > 0 for every i; Case 3 after possibly passing to a subsequence, a i = 0 for every i; Case 4 a ≥ ǫ.
We shall deal with Case 1 in Step 4, Case 2 in Step 5, and Case 3 in Step 6 and Case 4 in Step 7.
Step 4. In this step we deal with Case 1. First we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.5. Assumptions as in Step 4. We are done with the case when C ′ i,ǫ+ = 0 for every i and N ′ i ≡ num 0 for every i.
Proof. If not, passing to a subsequence we may assume that C ′ i,ǫ+ = 0 for every i and N ′ i ≡ num 0 for every i. Thus
Notice that all the coefficients of C ′ i,ǫ− are ≥ 1 − ǫ, B ′ i ∈ P and M ′ i ∈ N EF X i (Q). Thus, Lemma 5.4 tells us that
, and so C ′ i,ǫ− = C ′ i = 0 in this case. Hence, from the construction of C ′ i , there exists u 1,i ∈ I 1 and j i ∈ J such that
we may assume that j i converges to j and u 1,i converges to u 1 . Then j ∈ J since J =J, and u 1 ∈Ī 1 which is a DCC set that only depends on I 1 . Thus c i ∈ N 1 (Ī 1 , I 2 ; J) ⊂ N d−1 (Ī 1 , I 2 ;J ). Thus Claim 5.1 holds in this case.
Thus from now on until the end of Step 4, we may assume that either N ′ i ≡ num 0 for every i, or C ′ i,ǫ+ = 0 for every i. By our assumptions, we have
. By our construction of P, Q and ǫ, we have
We consider the following thresholds: we define
Since X ′ i is of Picard number 1, r i is the unique number such that
By Theorem 3.4, since either C ′ (r i ) i,ǫ+ = 0 or N ′ i ≡ num 0, r i must be contained in an ACC set. Thus after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume that r i is a decreasing sequence and converges to r. Notice that r i ≤ c i , we must have r ≤ c.
Thus, there are three cases:
Case 1.1 r < c. In this case, after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume that r i < c for every i. Thus,
is pseudoeffective but not numerically trivial. Now we define
Since X ′ i is of Picard number 1, t i is the unique number such that
By our construction, t i < 1. But notice that
and
We have
Thus, by our construction of P, Q and ǫ, we get a contradiction. This finishes Case 1.1.
Case 1.2 After possibly passing to a subsequence, r = c and r i = c for every i.
In this case, we pick a component S ′ i ofĀ ′ i and consider the generalized adjunction of
Since either C ′ (r i ) i,ǫ+ = 0 or N ′ i ≡ num 0, by Theorem 3.7, we have r i ∈ N d−1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Since c is the accumulation point of {r i }, the claim is followed by induction on dimensions in this case. This finishes Case 1.2. Case 1.3 After possibly passing to a subsequence, r i = c for every i. In this case, we consider the generalized adjunction of
to S ′ i , and we find that c ∈ N d−1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Moreover, it is clear that under either assumption of Lemma 5.1, the corresponding claim holds. This finishes Case 1.3, and thus finishes Case 1.
Since for all other cases, C ′ i,ǫ+ = C ′ i , for simplicity we define C ′ (t) i = C ′ (t) i,ǫ+ for any real number 0 ≤ t ≤ c i in the rest of the proof.
Step 5. In this step we deal with Case 2. Since a i > 0 for every i and a < ǫ, after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume a i < ǫ for every i, and we let π i : X ′′ i → X ′ i be the extraction of an irreducible reduced divisor E ′′ i such that
After possibly replacing X i , we may assume that X i X ′′ i is a morphism. We let
is not pseudoeffective, and we may run a ( If φ i is a birational map for every i, suppose φ i :
be the birational transform of B ′′ i , C ′′ i , C ′′ (t) i and E ′′ i on X ′′′ i . Possibly replacing X by a resolved data, we may assume that X i X ′′′ i is a morphism, and we define M ′′′ i and N ′′′ i to be the pushdown of M i and N i to X ′′′ i . Notice since φ i is E ′′ i -positive, E ′′ i is not contracted. If C ′′ i is contracted and N ′′′ i ≡ num 0, we have
But this contradicts to Lemma 5.4(3). Thus, either C ′′ i is not contracted, or N ′′′ i ≡ num 0. Since φ i can be any partial MMP, and the (
-MMP with scaling always terminates with a Mori fiber space, we may assume that there exists a Mori fiber space structure ψ i : X ′′′ i → T i . If φ i is not a birational map except finitely many i, we may assume φ i : X ′′ i → T i is not a birational map for every i, and we define ψ i = φ i . For simplicity, we may write
and N ′′′ i = N ′′ i in the rest of the Step 4.
Step 5.1. If dimT i > 0 ′′′ , let F ′′′ i be the general fiber of ψ i and we consider the projective generalized pair
Now we are in the lower dimension case of
Step 5 after replacing
. The claim is followed by induction on dimensions in this case.
Step 5.2. If T i is a point, then X ′′′ i is of Picard number 1. By Lemma 5.4(1), we have
is log canonical. Now we define
Since X ′′′ i is of Picard number 1, it is clear that r i is the unique number such that
In particular, r i < c i since either C ′′′ (r i ) i = 0 or N ′′′ i ≡ num 0. Moreover, if r i is not contained in an ACC set, it contradicts to Theorem 3.4. Thus, after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume that r i is decreasing, and r = lim r i .
Case 2.1. r < c. In this case, after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume that r i < c for every i. Thus,
Since X ′′′ i is of Picard number 1, t i is the unique number such that
Thus, by our construction of P, Q and ǫ, we get a contradiction. This finishes Case 2.1.
Case 2.2. After possibly passing to a subsequence, r = c and r i = c for every i.
In this case, we consider the generalized adjunction of
Since either C ′′′ (r i ) i = 0 or N ′′′ i ≡ num 0, by Theorem 3.7, we have r i ∈ N d−1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J). Since c is the accumulation point of {r i }, the claim is followed by induction on dimensions in this case. This finishes Case 2.2.
where
, and let Σ i be its strict transform on X i . Then we have
which is not possible. Thus, for the rest of Step 6 we may assume that either C ′′′ i = 0 or N ′′′ i ≡ num 0 for every i. Since φ i can be any partial MMP, and since in this case all MMP with scaling terminates with a Mori fiber space, we may assume there exists a Mori fiber space structure ψ i : X ′′′ i → T i . If φ i itself is a Mori fiber space, for simplicity below, in the rest of Step 6 we may write
i be the general fiber of ψ i and we consider the projective generalized pair
where each v i,j ∈ J\{0}, u ′ i,j ∈ I 1 , and w ′ j ∈ N + does not depend on i. Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that for every j, n i,j converges ton j ∈J = J, m i,j converges tom j ∈Ī 2 , u i,j converges toū j ∈Ī 1 and u ′ i,j converges to u ′ j ∈Ī 1 . Since X ′ i is contained in a bounded family, for every i there exists a very ample Cartier divisor
are bounded from above. In particular, there exists an integer U > 0 that only depends on I 1 , I 2 , J, such that for any i,
. Then for any i,
We state a lemma that will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Lemma 5.6. If 1 is the only accumulation point of I 1 , and I 2 , J has no accumulation points except ∞, then Case 4 cannot happen.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Since I 2 , J has no accumulation points except ∞, either c i converges to 0, which we have already excluded this case in Step 1, or after possibly passing to a subsequence, for every j, n i,j , v i,j , m i,j are all constants. Notice that by our assumption, u i,j , u ′ i,j < 1 − ǫ, hence after possibly passing to a subsequence, we may assume that u i,j , u ′ i,j are all constants. From our construction, A i ∈ Z, thus A i is contained in a finite set that only depends on U , and we may assume that A i is a constant. But now
must be a constant, which is not possible.
Step 7 continued. Notice that from our construction, A i ∈ Z, C i ∈ J, and B i is a sum of elements contained in I 1 , I 2 . Since A i ≥ −U , B i ≤ U , hence B i is contained in a DCC set that only depends on I 1 , I 2 and U .
Since A i ∈ Z, A i is contained in a finite set that only depends on U . By our assumption, C i > 0, hence A i < 0. Thus, (ii) If I only has finitely many accumulation points, ({1} ∪ I) + only has finitely many accumulation points.
(iii) If J does not have any accumulation point except ∞,J does not have any accumulation point except ∞.
Thus, after possibly replacing I by ({1} ∪ I) + , J byJ, we may assume 1 ∈ I = I + , and J is closed under addition.
Let I 1 = I 2 = I, then the main part of Theorem 1.5 is followed by Theorem 1.6 by noticing that
. By Theorem 1.6, from the construction of J ′ and I ′ 1 , ifĪ 1 ,Ī 2 andJ are all contained in Q, then GLCT d−1 (I ′ 1 , I ′ 1 ; J ′ ) ⊂ Q, and hence Theorem 1.5(1) holds.
To prove (2), by using induction on dimension, we only need to prove that GLCT 1 (I ′ 1 , {0}, J ′ ) only has finitely many accumulation points.
Notice that if J has finitely many accumulation points, since it is closed under addition, J only has ∞ as its accumulation point. Moreover, if I 1 , I 2 has finitely many accumulation points, Proof of Theorem 1.7.
Step 1. First we show that (1) and (3) are immediately followed from the main part of the theorem. To prove (2), the set of all (d − 2)-th order accumulation point are contained in GLCT 2 (I 1 , I 2 , J), which is equal to N 1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J). For any c ∈ N 1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J), c is of the form Step 2. We show that Suppose s = glct(X ′ , B ′ + M ′ , C ′ + N ′ ) for some generalized pair (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ ) where X ′ is of dimension d − 1, B ′ ∈ I 1 , M ′ ∈ N EF X/X ′ (I 2 ), C ′ ∈ J and N ′ ∈ N EF X/X ′ (J) for some X with morphism g : X → X ′ . After possibly taking a generalized DLT modification of (X ′ , B ′ + M ′ , C ′ + N ′ ), we may assume that X ′ is Q-factorial. Since s is the generalized log canonical threshold, there exists a generalized log canonical center F ′ ⊂ X ′ of (X ′ , B ′ + sC ′ + M ′ + sN ′ ), such that ga(X ′ , B ′ + (s + ǫ)C ′ + M ′ + (s + ǫ)N ′ ) < 0 for any ǫ > 0.
If F ′ is not a closed point, after possibly cutting X ′ by general hyperplanes, we have s ∈ GLCT d−1−k (I 1 , I 2 ; J) for some k > 0. Thus, by using induction on dimension and by Lemma 4.1, we have s ∈ GLCT d−1−k (I 1 , I 2 ; J) ⊂ ∂GLCT d−k (I 1 , I 2 ; J) ⊂ ∂GLCT d (I 1 , I 2 ; J).
Thus, we may assume that F ′ = {p} is a closed point. Write C ′ = i c i C ′ i into its irreducible components. After possibly taking repeated cyclic covers of K X and each C ′ i near p where we let f ′ :X ′ → X ′ be the morphism, we may assume that KX′ and eachC ′ i := f ′ * C ′ i is Cartier near p. LetB ′ ,C ′ ,M ′ ,N ′ be the pullback of B ′ , C ′ , M ′ , N ′ onX ′ ,X =X ′ × X ′ X, f :X → X and g :X →X ′ be the corresponding morphisms, and letM ,N be the pullback of M, N onX. For any prime divisor E on X, letĒ be the prime divisor onX that dominates E.
Near the generic point ofĒ, for any generalized pair (X ′ , ∆ ′ + Γ ′ ) with data (Γ, X → X ′ ), we let∆ ′ = f ′ * ∆ ′ andΓ ′ = f ′ * Γ ′ . Suppose r is the ramification index of f alongĒ.
Then since f ′ is unramified in codimension 1, we have KX =ḡ * (KX′) + (ga(Ē,X ′ ,∆ ′ +Γ ′ ) − 1)Ē =ḡ * f ′ * K X ′ + (ga(Ē,X ′ ,∆ ′ +Γ ′ ) − 1)Ē and KX = f * K X + (r − 1)Ē = f * (g * (K X ′ + (ga(E, X ′ , ∆ ′ + Γ ′ ) − 1)E) + (r − 1)Ē = f * g * K X ′ + (r · ga(E, X ′ , ∆ ′ + Γ ′ ) − 1)Ē.
Thus, sinceḡ * f ′ * K X ′ = f * g * K X ′ , we have r · ga(E, X ′ , ∆ ′ + Γ ′ ) = ga(Ē,X ′ ,∆ ′ +Γ ′ ).
In particular, we have s = glct(X ′ k , thus after possibly passing to a subsequence, s k forms a strict decreasing sequence that converges to s. Since s k ∈ GLCT d (I 1 , I 2 ; J) by our construction, we conclude that ∂GLCT d (I 1 , I 2 ; J) ⊃ GLCT d−1 (I 1 , I 2 ; J), and the proof is finished.
